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The Worship of Stars in Japanese Religious Practice. (Special double issue of Culture and Cosmos: A Journal of the History of
Astrology and Cultural Astronomy Vol. 10, nos. 1 & 2, Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter 2006.)Â Omamori, which has been known
since the Tokugawa period, still exist in modern Japanese society as a talisman. Theres some questions about what and how the shape
of this Japanese charm is. By using literature study approach this article will describe the existence of omamori in Japanese beliefs
which includes [Show full abstract] the definition, form and type of omamori. Omamori is spiritual charms, talismans and amulets in the
Japanese religious tradition that possess the power to ward off misfortune and procure good luck. Star Mandala Modern Japanese
Reproduction Ichijikinrin Butch! at center. Seven Stars of Big Dipper, plus the Nine Planets, appear in inner section. A to z index. Twelve
Zodiac Animals appear in middle section.Â Source: Lucia Dolce, pp. 16-17, The Worship of Stars in Japanese Religious Practice. > As
a deification of the North Pole Star, My!ken is closely associated with the Little Dipper (where the north star is located). But because of
confusion between the Little Dipper and Big Dipper, she is also known as Hokushin Bosatsu (Pole Star My!ken), Hokuto My!ken Bosatsu
(Big Dipper My!ken), or Hokuto-ten (Deva of the Big Dipper). In Japan, worship of the northern Pole Star along with the seven stars of
the Big Dipper (Hokuto Shichisei åŒ—æ–—ä¸ƒæ˜Ÿ) is a syncretic blend of Buddhism, Taoism, OnmyÅdÅ é™°é™½é“ (Yin-Yang
Divination), and local kami cults, but it is especially important within Esoteric Buddhism, and from the Heian period (794-1180) onward,
MyÅken was venerated under. various guises as the central star controlling all other celestial bodies, one believed to control the life and
fortunes of the people, one who protected not only the emperor and country, but also warded off diseases, prevented calamities of fire
and other disasters, increased life spans, and healed eye diseases.Â Source: Lucia Dolce, pp. 16-17, The Worship of Stars in
Japanese Religious Practice.> Religion in Japan manifests primarily in Shintoism and in Buddhism, the two main faiths, which Japanese
people often practice simultaneously. According to estimates, as many as 80% of the populace follow Shinto rituals to some degree,
worshiping ancestors and spirits at domestic altars and public shrines. An almost equally high number is reported as Buddhist. Syncretic
combinations of both, known generally as shinbutsu-shÅ«gÅ, are common; they represented Japan's dominant religious practice before
the... 54 The Worship of Celestial Bodies in Japan: Politics, Rituals and Icons Lucia Dolce I nterest in the movements of stars and other
celestial bodies, as well as belief in their relevance in human affairs, characterized traditional cultures worldwide, and Japan was no
exception. In pre-modern Japan astronomy and astrology were equally regarded as science and required spe- cialists able to identify the
course of the stars and to decode its consequences in the life of the state and of individuals.Â Religious places devoted to astral deities
are found throughout the city, testifying to the variety of practices related to the stars that characterized Japanese culture. Here I will
present a few of these representative cultic sites and their deities.

